Abstract-Smart grids are considered important building blocks of a future energy system that facilitates integration of massive distributed energy resources like gas-fired cogeneration (CHP). The latter produces thermal and electric power together and as such reinforces the interaction between the gas and electricity-distribution systems. Thermal storage makes up the key-source of flexibility that allows decoupling the electricity production from the heat demand. However, smart grids focus on electricity, often disregarding the role of gas and thermal storage in overall smart energy systems. We find that the technical impact of a massive introduction of CHP on the gas-distribution network is limited in most cases, even providing opportunities to free up capacity. Taking the consumer's viewpoint, we highlight the economic importance of the thermal storage tank, which requires a thermal capacity of two to three times the hourly thermal power output of the CHP to optimize electric power production and limit thermal losses. Further increasing the storage tank size can increase the gas-distribution capacity that can be marketed by the distribution system operator, but practical constraints in terms of dedicated land area have to be considered as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Smart grids are considered as an important next step towards a reliable and sustainable energy provision [1, 2] . The definition of a 'smart grid' by the European Smart Grid platform [3] refers to a reliable electricity provision with integration of distributed energy resources (DER) and active participation of consumers. Ample research is being done on how distributed energy resources (DER) like solar and wind energy, and cogeneration (CHP 2 ) can be used in an optimal way for different stakeholders. Most research focuses on the electricity grid, see e.g. [3] , even though the gas grid plays an important role for network balancing when renewable energy sources are deployed on a large scale, e.g. through cogeneration [4] . The latter is a technology that produces electric power and thermal power simultaneously and as such is particularly interesting on the distribution system level. Because CHPs are often gas-fired, the gas distribution and electricity distribution systems become interacting systems. Heat pumps make up another example of a technology linking heat, electricity and gas as they draw electricity from the grid to produce heat and partially replace conventional gas-fired boilers. These applications will influence the natural gas demand and the natural gas distribution grid. Furthermore, thermal energy can be stored much easier than electric energy, providing much needed flexibility to the electricity and gas distribution systems. This role of thermal storage in a smart grid context and its impact on the gas system has to be accounted for as well. Therefore, smart energy systems is preferred as a concept over smart grids to point at the role of the gas system and thermal storage beyond the pure electricity smart grid.
CHP is a very interesting technology because of its efficient fuel utilization and the possibility to interact with the electricity grid. Moreover, contrary to most renewable DER, CHP is a dispatchable source of electric power because of the 2 Cogeneration and combined-heat-and-power (CHP) are synonyms. continuous availability of gas as its fuel. Yet storage CHP would be entirely heat driven a efficient ways of producing electricity if the h With thermal storage, the heat production c from the heat demand, giving flexibility to p based on incentives from the electricity offering flexibility, thermal storage also lead savings, less CO 2 production and an increas CHP unit [5] . The dependency on a relia dispatchability make cogeneration on a smal mini-CHP units) suitable for small users lik interesting part of a smart grid as it co reliability of the electricity system and it allo become active players if they have thermal st However, the reliability of the gas distri affected by changing gas demand through th fired CHPs to a gas network that has a lim provide gas to a specific location. Therefor examine the impact of CHP on the gas dis general, the average gas demand is expected rising penetration level of CHP, potent physically congested pipelines. However, th on the exact gas demand of the CHPs, and the use of thermal storage and the interaction bet electricity distribution systems.
Besides studying the technical impa distribution network, the economic rationale to use CHP should be investigated as that an on how the gas demand can look like if th storage is taken into account. Thermal framework of smart grids has been looked at optimization of CHP with thermal storage h by [7] and [8] shows the importance of th reduce carbon emissions.
The aim of this paper is to focus on the system and investigate how the smart grid w penetration and thermal storage affects it, or elements of a smart energy system interact. examine the technical impact on the gas sy the economic impact on the consumer wh demand for thermal and electric energy servic To determine the effects mentioned ab simplified model of a gas distribution system in section II together with a method to size t the accompanying thermal storage tank. The of massive introduction of CHP will be exa III followed by an economic analysis regard user's point of view in section IV. Secti number of methods to increase the capacity o with thermal storage in the presence of CHP work are given in section VI and fina summarizes the main conclusions from this w
II. MODELS AND EQUATIONS
This part describes the models and equat work. First the main assumptions are given. by a discussion of the heating system simulat t, without thermal as there are more heat has no value. can be decoupled produce electricity system. Next to ds to more energy ed lifetime of the able fuel and its ll scale (micro-or ke households, an ontributes to the ows consumers to torage. ibution system is he addition of gasmited capacity to re, it is useful to stribution grid. In to increase with a tially leading to e impact depends ese depend on the tween the gas and act on the gas e of the customer nalysis sheds light he role of thermal storage in the before by [6] , the has been modeled hermal storage to e gas distribution with massive CHP better, how these . To this end, we stem and analyze ho is driven by a ces. bove, we use a m that is discussed the CHP unit and e technical impact amined in section ding CHP from a on V presents a of the gas network . Ideas for further ally, section VII work.
S tions used in this This is followed tion model.
A. Assumptions
The heating systems of a numb simulated to see what their resultin the gas demand of a household, the the CHP unit, is simulated, such that demand. To be a realistic represen Flanders 3 , this heat demand is o measured gas demand, where we units, nor thermal storage tanks production were present, such that measured gas demand have a pro measured gas demands will act as r compare the simulated gas demands of CHP and thermal storage, as sche 1. Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of the w derived from the measured gas demand, whi demand has to be covered by the heating sy output is the simulated gas demand; this can demand.
The natural gas distribution netw hypothetical model, disregarding th location of the consumers in the net network is expressed in terms of po that the gas network is congested demands are applied to it, the capa highest gas demand that occur households' reference gas demands a
The heat to electric output assumed to be 4:1 and the fuel ut 95%. The fuel utilization ratio is energy-both electric and thermalEquivalently, this is the sum of the the thermal efficiency of the C 19% and 76%. The condensi assumed 100% for simplicity. It is a unit does not modulate. The price for electricity sold to assumed the same as the price to b €/kWh by night and 0.22 €/kWh electrical system will be regarde 3 Flanders is the northern part of Belgium which most households have a natural gas demand profiles that are used have a rep Flemish scenario, regarding the number of in the annual gas demand. 4 Power is normally expressed as kW. H the heat of the gas demand, we prefer to use the hourly average power, as the time step for 2 ber of households will be ng gas demand is. To find heating system, including t if fulfills an imposed heat ntation of the situation in on its turn derived from assume that neither CHP nor domestic hot water the heat demand and the oportional relation. These reference gas demands, to s with to see the influence ematically depicted in Fig. work flow. The heat demand is ich acts as a reference. The heat ystem in a simulation model. The be compared to the reference gas work is represented by a he pressure losses and the twork. The capacity of the ower (kWh/h 4 ). Assuming d when the reference gas acity of the network is the rs when all connected are added together. t ratio of the CHP is tilization ratio amounts to s the ratio of the useful -to the primary energy. electric efficiency and CHP. In this work, ing boiler efficiency is also assumed that the CHP the electricity network is buy it, amounting to 0.15 by day. Furthermore, the d as exogenous and all m, with six million inhabitants of s connection. The reference gas presentative distribution for the nhabitants, the type of house and owever, for some quantities like kWh/h to express that it concerns r the simulations is one hour.
produced electricity by the CHP is always sol gas price is assumed 0.06 €/kWh unless ment We suppose a perfectly stratified thermal s means that the hot water does not mix with the tank, and that the thermal conductance of From an energy point of view, the perfectly gives good results compared to the actual which is more complex but describes the storage more accurately [9] .
B. The Heating System Simulation Model
The heating system that will be modeled c unit with a separate auxiliary boiler and a tank, see Fig. 2 . The heat demand is alwa decision of the operation of the boiler, th storage tank is left to an optimization of the m demand is the output.
The gas consumer minimizes the cost auxiliary boiler, the CHP and the storage tank the solver will determine when the CHP or th are on, and when the thermal storage tank is that the annual cost of the gas minus the elec for every customer in the network separately This objective function is expressed in Eq. ( the adapted 5 annual gas cost, (kWh/h) demand of both the boiler and the CHP, ( price per unit of energy, is zero if the C hour t or one elsewhere 6 , (kW) is the elec CHP and , (€/kWh) is the price per unit o during hour t. The time step ∆ is one hour.
∆ ,
Next to the cost function, there are severa equations that describe the heating syste describes the heat balance: for every hour t, (kWh/h) must be met either by the boiler storage tank. The maximum thermal power 5 The term adapted annual gas cost is used here from the produced electricity are subtracted from the ann 6 The reason to choose for a binary representation two-fold: first, most CHP units are not capable of modu much; second, this binary formulation is equivalent wit of one hour. ld to the grid. The tioned differently. storage tank. This the cold water in f the water is zero. y stratified model stratified model, physics of heat consists of a CHP a thermal storage ays imposed. The he CHP and the model and the gas ts for using the k. This means that he auxiliary boiler (dis)charged such ctricity revenuesy-are minimized.
(1) where (€) is is the hourly gas (€/kWh) is the gas CHP is off during ctric power of the of electric energy
al energy-balance m. Equation (2) the heat demand r, the CHP or the of the boiler is a because the revenues nual gas bill.
of the CHP status is ulation, or at least not th a minimum up-time parameter (kW) and the variabl modulation of the condensing boiler CHP is (kW). The (dis)charg tank during hour t is the variable , Equation (3) expresses the gas bala (kWh/h) is the sum of the gas d boiler and the gas demand of the CH of the boiler is and the thermal .
Equation (4) expresses the tempor thermal storage tank and can be conservation of energy equation stratified storage tank. The thermal e at hour t is (kWh) and (< losses due to the high temperature The losses due to the temperature d temperature tank and the surroun denoted by (kWh/h). The (dis)ch is , ∆ and the (dis)charging effi 100% here.
,
The constraints are: the storage ta the minimal operating energy (Eq. 5 is limited to 50 kW (Eq. 6), the hou the boiler m t must be in the interv stored energy inside the storage ta than the minimal and less than capacity (Eq. 8).
1 50 0
C. Sizing of the CHP and the storag
The CHP cannot be designed to demand because it would be sw frequently, leading to transient beha lifetime and the possible energy sa CHP unit can be accompanied by thermal storage tank. Using the 'b [10] to size the CHP unit allows it resulting in more energy savings and
The method places heat dema descending order in a load-duration Fig. 3 . Next, the rectangle with the uxiliary boiler and a 3 le m t is the hourly average . The thermal power of the ging power of the storage (kWh/h).
,
ance, i.e. the gas demand demand of the condensing HP. The thermal efficiency l efficiency of the CHP is
ral energy balance in the found by rearranging the applied to a perfectly energy contents of the tank 1) represents the thermal water portion in the tank. difference between the low nding air temperature are harging energy at hour t iciency is assumed to be
ank starting energy equals 5), the (dis)charging power urly average modulation of val [0,1] (Eq. 7) and the ank must always be more the maximal operational
ge tank o meet the maximum heat witched on and off very avior that may shorten the avings [5] . Therefore, the an auxiliary boiler and a biggest rectangle method' to run more continuously, d CO 2 reductions. ands of a household in n diagram, as depicted in e largest area that can be subscribed by the load-duration diagram is determined. The intersection of the rectangle with the vertical axis represents the optimal value for the thermal power of the CHP. Assigning a thermal power of the CHP unit according to this method leads to a maximum annual thermal, and consequently electric, energy production with the CHP. It has to be noticed that this method does not regard thermal storage, and that taking this in to account would lead to different sizes of the CHP unit. For simplicity however, all units in this paper will be sized according to this biggest rectangle method.
In this paper, the size of the thermal storage tank is expressed relative to the thermal energy that the CHP produces in one hour. The storage tank volume, which is directly proportional with its thermal capacity, will be denoted as Relative Storage Capacity (RSC). The thermal capacity C (kWh) and the volume V (m³) of the tank have the following relation:
∆ /3600000
where 1000 is the density of water, 4180 . is the thermal capacity of water and ∆ 40 is the temperature difference between the high and the low temperature part of the storage tank. 3600000 is the conversion factor from J to kWh, which will be more convenient here. The Relative Storage Capacity can be calculated as:
where is the thermal output of the CHP and ∆ is the time step of one hour. As will be explained in section IV, an economically good thermal storage capacity is two to three times the thermal output produced in one hour by the CHP. In this paper, a reference value of 2.3 will be taken as the the storage size. A CHP that is sized with this method will most likely be on during a cold winter day-also at night-regardless of the electricity price, as long as that price is positive. In winter, the CHP would cover a base load of electricity. During spring, autumn and especially the summer, the CHP is much more responsive to the electricity price levels because it will not be on all day. As this paper focuses on the high demand during winter days, the impact of dynamic electricity pricing is disregarded here.
III. TECHNICAL IMPACT ON THE GAS GRID
This section examines the technical impact of cogeneration on the gas distribution network. In other words, we investigate whether the gas network is able to cope with a massive introduction of CHP. The most important parameter to check this is the total gas demand of all households connected to the grid, which should not be higher than the capacity of the gas network in order to be able to supply the households. First, a theoretical maximum impact is derived, followed be a more practical maximum peak demand. The scenarios in this part assume a massive introduction of CHP. Hence, all users are equipped with CHP and thermal storage.
A. Theoretical maximum peak demand
The theoretical 'worst case' scenario is when all customers act exactly the same; there is no averaging effect and all gas demand peaks will therefore occur at the same time. Since all customers act the same, it is sufficient to study the effect of only one customer. It is examined what happens if a CHP is fitted with thermal storage to fulfill an average heat demand. Applying the largest rectangle method for sizing, we find a CHP with a thermal power of 4 kW and a reference buffer size (RSC = 2.3) of approximately 200 L. We assign an electric output of 1 kW, so the heat to electricity output ratio R of the CHP is 4:1.
Next, we derive what the maximum increase in peak demand would be in the absence of storage. The maximum peak demand will occur on the coldest day of the year. During the peak heat demand, the CHP will definitely be on because its thermal output is always smaller than the highest heat demand; see Fig. 3 . So, a part of the heat demand will be covered by the CHP and the remaining part by the auxiliary boiler. The gas demand required to produce a thermal power of with the CHP is while the required gas demand to produce this heat with the condensing boiler is ⁄ . Recalling that the boiler efficiency was assumed 100%, the extra gas demand that is required to produce a thermal power of with the CHP unit instead of the condensing boiler can be written as:
(11.a) 1 1 (11.b) which equals 1.26 kW. This leads to a gas demand peak increase of 14%, see Eq. 12 where is the highest gas demand of the reference gas profile. This value will be taken as a limit value for the increase of the peak gas demand due to the use of CHP compared to boileronly heating.
Now we examine what the influence of thermal storage is on this theoretical limit. Simulations with different buffer sizes show an increase of about 14%-confirming the predicted 14%-regardless of the storage size, see Fig. 4 . This figure shows the gas demand for a typical winter day and the gas demands that result when a CHP is present with different thermal storage sizes. The buffer sizes are: (i) no storage, (ii) 100 L, (iii) 400 L and (iv) 750 L. Regarding the impact of the storage tank size on the peak gas demand, not much effect can be observed. Larger tanks delay the occurrence of the peak gas demand in time. This is because they store thermal energy at night to prolong the CHP runtime and release it by day. This case is economically optimized for the customer, so, increasing the buffer size beyond a value that allows the CHP to be on 24 hours a day will not have any influence anymore on the peak gas demand. Increasing the buffer size beyond the optimal value is also be sub-optimal for the customer due to the extra thermal losses of the tank. It can also be noted in Fig.  4 . that the line for 100 L shows a fallback of gas demand by night because the buffer is not large enough to store enough heat from the CHP to keep it on all night.
The 'theoretical limit' for the peak gas demand increase = 14% can be regarded as being independent of the buffer size and the electricity price. Recall that this is for CHP units with a heat to electric output ratio of 4:1, a fuel utilization ratio of 95% and an averaged user. Fig. 4 . The gas demand for a household with an average heat demand. The grey line is the original, reference gas demand without CHP on a typical cold day. The thick black line is the gas demand for this household with CHP without storage. The gas demand when a 100 L of thermal storage is present shows a fallback at night, because the tank is not big enough to store enough heat from the CHP to keep it on all night. The lines for higher storage sizes show that the CHP can be on all night. The influence of the storage size on the peak gas demand is negligible.
B. Practical maximum peak demand
In reality, however, there are numerous users and the effects of CHP on the gas network will be averaged out. To find a more realistic peak demand, a variety of consumers are now being simulated with different heat demand profiles. In the simulation, every household is fitted with a CHP and a thermal storage tank with the reference size.
The results show a peak gas demand increase of about 1% on average for all users, compared to no CHP usage, which is much smaller than the predicted theoretical limit of 14%. An example of how the average gas demand of a household looks on a typical winter day can be seen in Fig. 5 for different sizes of the storage tank. We note that this result is obtained as an average over all users. Some users provoke local peak gas demand increases that range from -32 to +8%, which is still smaller than the theoretical limit, but nevertheless this could lead to local problems in the gas distribution network.
In Fig. 6 , we show how the peak increase changes with the RSC. This is expressed relative to the highest peak demand in the reference gas demand . The actual peak increase is case dependent-that is why Fig. 6 is not a smooth curve-but in general, it decreases with increasing relative storage capacity, even when an RSC of 2.3 is exceeded, up to an RSC of 7. The latter observation is in contrast with the findings from part A of this section, where increasing the storage tank size beyond the reference value did not have much influence. This outcome occurs because the actual profiles can differ very much from the average profile, such as the one depicted in Fig. 4 . For some heat demand profiles, a RSC of 2.3 is not sufficient to keep the CHP running all night; a higher RSC value would therefore be needed. In the case that was simulated here, the average on-time for the CHP units was 76% during the day depicted in Fig. 5 . That is why further increasing the storage beyond 2.3 still has an effect in this analysis. However, determining the ideal value for every individual profile is beyond the needs of this analysis. The main observation here is that a massive introduction of CHP does not lead to a peak increase for RSC values of 2.3 and higher, but to a peak demand decrease.
We point out that all CHP sizes have been considered here; whereas in practice, there are only a number of commercially available sizes. The thermal size in this paper has been set to whatever the outcome of the maximum rectangle method was. Fig. 5 . The average gas demand per consumer on a cold winter day for different sizes (RSC) of the thermal storage tank. The grey line represents the average reference gas demand. Further increasing the RSC beyond 2.3 has a flattening effect on the gas demand. This is because an RSC of 2.3 is not optimal for every consumer.
C. Conclusions on the technical impact on the gas network
It can be concluded that, for our cases and assumptions considered, a massive introduction of CHP would not lead to general technical problems, as long as the thermal storage tanks have a capacity of two or more times the hourly thermal output of the CHP. However, local problems in congested pipelines could occur, especially in neighborhoods with similar users. We consider a peak demand increase of 14% as a limit, i.e. when all users act exactly the same, which is not likely to occur. Increasing the storage size beyond an RSC of 2.3 further decreases the gas demand peak, creating the opportunity to free up capacity in the gas distribution network. Fig. 6 . The peak gas demand increase with CHP relative to the original peak demand as a function of the relative storage capacity, averaged per user. The actual peak increase depends on the case, but generally decreases with the relative storage capacity. From an RSC of 7 on, the impact on the peak demand is negligible.
IV. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
This part analyzes the economic situation of a customer with a CHP unit compared to without CHP. We will examine the impact of the storage tank size on the annual gas cost.
A. Impact of the storage tank size
It will be examined how the annual gas cost-minus the electricity revenues-varies as a function of the buffer size. This cost is referred to as adapted cost. A number of simulations are performed with different buffer sizes. The heat demand profiles are the same as in section III. To simplify this analysis, we look at the average result of all users.
The results are shown Fig. 7 , in which the average adapted gas cost per customer is depicted. This cost is put relative to the cost without CHP. The relative cost amounts to about 73% when no thermal storage is available, meaning that the introduction of the CHP reduces costs by 27% thanks to the electricity revenues. The relative gas cost drops quickly to 55% or below when the RSC is increased to 2 or 3. This shows the importance of well-sized storage tanks. Further increasing the RSC beyond 3 makes only a small difference and for RSCs over 5 the relative cost starts to rise again. This is due to the fact that bigger storage tanks have more thermal losses for the same amount of stored energy. Fig. 7 also depicts the relative costs when a variable investment cost for the storage tank is taken into account (grey dashed line). From a survey of publicly available commercial information, we derived the following cost function for a storage tank: 900 € + 600 €/m³. It is also assumed that the storage tank lifetime is 15 years and that the interest on the storage tank investment is 5%. The cost of the surface occupied by the tank is not taken into account. It is assumed that the customer was going to invest in a CHP anyway, so this investment will not be taken into account. The grey curve shows that it is interesting to have a tank with an RSC of about 3 to 4. Taking into account that customers usually prefer smaller tanks, or they don't have much space, an RSC of 2 to 3 can be considered as ideal. For higher RSCs, relative costs start rising again, making these storage sizes economically and practically not interesting for the customer. These numbers support our decision to use a reference RSC value of 2.3 earlier in this paper. Fig. 7 . Average adapted annual gas cost relative to average annual gas cost without a CHP, as a function of the RSC. For RSCs of 2 to 4, the cost reduction becomes low and from a RSC of 4 to 5, the costs start to increase again due to the thermal losses of the tank. When the storage tank costs are included, the optimal RSC further decreases.
B. Conclusions on the economic analysis
Thermal storage is economically very interesting to increase the electricity revenues from CHP. Analysis shows that the economic optimal RSC is 3 to 4. Considering that users favor smaller tanks, a RSC of 2 to 3 is regarded as a reference value. The reference buffer size reduces relative costs by about 25 percentage points compared to the no storage case, and by about 50% compared to the benchmark case without storage and without CHP.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM
We have looked at the technical impact on the gas system and analyzed the economics that drive the customer, and in this part we bring these two aspects together in an analysis of the system. In this paper, system means the whole of all users that are going to be equipped with CHP and the gas distribution network with its operator (DSO). It has been shown in previous sections that storage is crucial to make an interesting economic situation for the user. Technically, the probability of supply problems is small. However, local problems could occur, especially in congested pipelines. Thermal storage could help to spread the load without the need to physically intervene in the gas network. Furthermore, thermal storage could also be used to flatten the gas demand in such a way that capacity is cleared in the gas network, e.g., extra users could be added to the same pipeline. First, we calculate how much capacity could theoretically be freed up with storage. Then, the influence of the storage size is studied, followed by an examination of how the gas demand can be shifted without affecting the CHP operation.
A. Maximum capacity gain
First, we analyze how much extra capacity could be made available in the gas network by having thermal storage present. Suppose a congested network when the reference gas demands are applied to it, i.e. before the introduction of CHP and storage. By consequence, the peak gas demand in the benchmark case equals the maximum capacity (667 kW) of the gas distribution network. To create extra capacity, the gas demand could be flattened out with the aid of thermal storage. Theoretically, a completely flat gas demand over the entire year could be achieved, implying a required capacity of 138 kW. This is practically unfeasible, though, because very large storage tanks would be needed, also creating huge thermal losses.
To find a more realistic flattening value, thermal storage will only be considered over a maximum of 24 hours. The day with the highest daily mean gas demand in the network will be determining then for how much the gas demand can be flattened. This design rule leads to a minimal required capacity of 394 kW in our example. Comparing this minimum to the actual capacity, only 394/667 = 59% of the actual capacity would be sufficient to supply gas to all households in the reference scenario, assuming lossless thermal storage. This would free up 41% of the capacity that could be addressed for new households by the DSO.
However, it should be analyzed if all these households are fitted with a CHP, whether it is still possible the feed all CHP units simultaneously with only 59% of the capacity. The required gas demand to feed all the units connected to this network at the same time is 417 kW, and this leads to a ratio of 417/667 = 63% compared to the actual capacity, which could theoretically still lead to 37% of free capacity. It has to be noticed that this value does not account for the extra gas demand due to thermal losses in the storage tank. Whether this capacity clearing can be obtained will be analyzed now in the following sub-sections.
B. Increasing the buffer size
From section IV, we know that increasing the storage size beyond the reasonable size from a customer point of view is generally not economically interesting. However, further increasing the buffer size seems to decrease the peak gas demand, as demonstrated in the second part of section III.
The peak gas demand increase is depicted in Fig. 6 where it can be observed that increasing the RSC beyond a value of 7 has no further capacity-clearing impact on the gas network. This is the size that allows the CHP to be on uninterruptedly in a cold period, and the gas demand is little affected with further increasing of the storage size. For a RSC of 7, we observe that the peak gas demand is about 7% lower than the original one, which leads to only a fraction of the 37% potentially clearable capacity mentioned in the previous part of this section.
However, this 7% can lead to interesting opportunities for the DSO. The DSO might consider paying a compensation to CHP owners as an incentive to install a bigger tank than would be optimal from the customers point of view. We analyze what costs are involved for the customer to install a storage tank with an RSC of 7 instead of 2.3: the relative adapted gas cost including storage costs approximates 62.3% for an RSC of 7 (Fig. 7) , which is only 1.6% more than for a RSC of 2.3. This observation suggests there is a big reward for the DSO compared to the small extra cost for larger storage tanks. However, this is disregarding other costs for the customer like occupied space for the storage tank. Other practical constraints might also limit the true potential of big storage tanks.
C. Boiler shift
We found that increasing the storage tank size flattens out the gas demand, until a value (RSC = 7) that allows the CHP to be on continuously. Further increasing the RSC has a negligible impact on the peak gas demand. Another way to lower the peak gas demand is to shift the gas demand from the auxiliary boiler. We analyze how we can shift this boiler demand without changing the CHP operation (for an RSC of 2.3). To this end, the maximum gas demand of the auxiliary boiler is restricted to a certain value; consequently the boiler has to produce heat to be stored during an off-peak period. The storage tank can then assist the boiler during the peak period. Therefore, extra thermal storage volume is needed, next to the reference RSC value of 2.3. We illustrate this flattening process in Fig. 8 where the thick black line represents a normal gas demand during a cold day in the presence of a CHP and reference sized storage tank. The rectangle below represents the gas demand due to the CHP that is assumed constantly on that day. In the example shown in Fig. 8 , the gas demand of the boiler will be flattened to an arbitrary chosen level. This has the consequence that the extra heat during the peak period has to be provided by the storage tank, and that the tank has to be loaded off-peak.
The same method of the example is applied now to the heat demand profiles used in this paper. For every user profile, the restriction on the maximum gas demand is calculated, e.g. the highest daily mean gas demand. Adding all these separate maximum levels together, we obtain that the gas demand in the network could be limited to 584 kW, leading to a maximum capacity clearing of 584/667 = 12%. The potential for capacity clearing (12%) is rather small compared to the maximum prediction (37%) because it is based on the highest daily mean gas demands per user, which do not necessarily occur on the same day. To reach a higher possible capacity increase, the restriction that sets the maximum gas demand per user should have be dynamic and change e.g. every day. This is would go too far in this work and therefore, this will not be analyzed.
The results (Fig. 9) show a slightly smaller peak demand decrease (11%) than predicted (12%). This is because the prediction does not take the extra gas demand into account that is caused by the extra thermal losses for storing the heat. The cost analysis shows that for a RSC of 10.7, or a capacity clearing of 11%, the costs rise by 4.8%, comp shift and a reference tank size. This extra c increased thermal losses and due to the co storage tank.
It should be noted that in many cases, an R always practically feasible, and that the diffi realization lies in an appropriate determ restriction on the gas demand per household, the thermal comfort. Fig. 8 . Example of gas demand flattening by shifting th off-peak period. Fig. 9 . The relative peak demand increase as a fun Storage Capacity (RSC) in the case of shifting the boiler RSC numbers, there is a decrease in peak demand, up t this creates an 11% more capacity in the gas grid.
D. Conclusions on the analysis of the system
Theoretically, the gas peak demand coul 37%, freeing up 37% of capacity in the grid high RSC values show a decrease in gas pea without special measures. On average, thi adapted gas cost that is 1.6% higher than the Shifting the boilers gas demand, while k operation with reference storage, frees up an in the network, for an extra relative cost of 4. VI. FURTHER W Future work will include the ana the local effects in the gas distribu also put attention to the heat deman to using methods for averaged users sizing. An optimization per user p determine the optimal sizes. VII. OVERALL CON Smart grids are considered as towards a more reliable and sustai will facilitate the integration of dis such as wind, solar and cogeneratio driven and can be used to react reinforcing the interaction between grid. Therefore, sufficient thermal st flexibility so that the heat productio the electricity production. In this ligh preferred as a concept over smart g the gas system and thermal storage b smart grid.
We determined the technical introduction of CHP on the gas di ways: the worst case shows a ma increase of 14%; the case with a re demand profiles shows an increas concluded that the general impact is that local technical problems may o levels of CHP.
Taking the consumer's viewp economic importance of the therm requires a thermal capacity of two thermal power output of the CHP t production and limit thermal los economically very interesting to revenues from CHP. The reference b costs by about 25% compared to th about 50% compared to the benchm and without CHP.
We have discussed two ways to i gas network: the first was to further size beyond the reference. This fol reference size is not always big enou his CHP unit continuously on durin to a capacity increase of 7%. The se boiler gas demand and had a cap 11%. This extra gas distribution cap by the distribution system operator, terms of dedicated land area have to an important next step inable energy system that stributed energy resources on. The latter can be gasto the electricity market, the gas and the electricity torage is required to create on can be decoupled from ht, smart energy systems is rids to point at the role of beyond the pure electricity impact of a massive stribution network in two ximum gas peak demand ealistic distribution of heat e of only 1%. It can be s limited in most cases, but ccur with high penetration point, we highlight the mal storage tank, which to three times the hourly to optimize electric power sses. Thermal storage is increase the electricity buffer size reduces relative he no storage case, and by mark case without storage ncrease the capacity of the r increase the storage tank llows from the fact that a ugh for every user to keep g cold days. This has lead econd way was to shift the acity increasing effect of pacity that can be marketed but practical constraints in be considered as well. 
